



On the Phase Diagram Analysis of
3£ 3 Evolutionary Games
A Note on Conic Section and Stability
??????? ?
This paper is a supplementary note to Morimoto (2009), which
showed that the quadratic equation and its diagrammatic representation,
conic section, played crucial roles in the phase diagram analysis of 3
£ 3 evolutionary games. In the present note, the ¯rst section analyses
the relationships between the coe±cients (and the eigenvalues of the
coe±cient matrix) of the quadratic equation, and the shapes of the
conic section|ellipse, hyperbola, or parabola. In the second section,
¯rst it is shown that in the dynamic stability analysis in the phase
diagram of right angled isosceles triangle, just two particular equations
out of the three dynamic equations, are e®ective, depending upon the
framework of the analysis and the situation of the equilibrium. Then
advantages and disadvantages of using the phase diagram of equilateral
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???? p; q; r; p+ q + r = 1???p; q; r ??????????????




= ·(V® ¡ V )p; (1)
dq
dt
= ·(V¯ ¡ V )q; (2)
dr
dt
= ·(V° ¡ V )r; (3)
????????· = const: > 0
????????????????????????1) ??????????




V ´ pV® + qV¯ + rV° ;
V® ´ qb+ rd;
V¯ ´ pc+ rf;
V° ´ pg + qh
????











p(qb+ rd) + q(pc+ rf) + r(pg + qh)
? = ¡(d+ g)p2 + (b¡ d¡ f + c¡ g ¡ h)pq ¡ (f + h)q2
???+ (d+ g)p+ (f + h)q
? = V (= const:) (4)
? _p = 0???
V® ¡ V = qb+ (1¡ p¡ q)d¡ V
? = (d+ g)p2 ¡ (b¡ d¡ f + c¡ g ¡ h)pq + (f + h)q2
???¡ (2d+ g)p¡ (d¡ b+ f + h)q + d
? = 0 (5)
? _q = 0???
V¯ ¡ V = pc+ (1¡ p¡ q)f ¡ V
? = (d+ g)p2 ¡ (b¡ d¡ f + c¡ g ¡ h)pq + (f + h)q2
???¡ (f ¡ c+ d+ g)p¡ (2f + h)q + f
? = 0 (6)
? _r = 0???
V° ¡ V = pg + qh¡ V
? = (d+ g)p2 ¡ (b¡ d¡ f + c¡ g ¡ h)pq + (f + h)q2 ¡ dp¡ fq
? = 0 (7)






?????? 64 ?? 3 ?
???????????????????????????????????
????????
??????? 2?? p; q ? 2?????
up2 + vpq + wq2 + lp+mq = V (= const:) (8)
???????????p; q ? 1??? lp+mq ????????????
????????2???????????????????????????
p; q ? 2???









(p0; q0) = (p; q)ª
????
(p; q) = (p0; q0)ªT ; ????ªT = ª¡1)
?????(9)?????????





¸2 ¡ (u+ w)¸+ uw ¡ k2 = 0
???A??????
¸i =
u+ w §p(u+ w)2 ¡ 4(uw ¡ k2)
2
; (i = 1; 2)
?????¸1 6= ¸2 ???????
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???3£ 3 ???????????
D = (u+ w)2 ¡ 4(uw ¡ k2)
= u2 + 2uw + w2 ¡ 4uw + 4k2
= (u¡ w)2 + 4k2 > 0
???¸i; (i = 1; 2)????????3)???????¸i ????????
????????????











; (i = 1; 2)
??????????????? ª???? ci ?????????????
???????????










V = up2 + vpq + wq2 + lp+mq
= ¸1p
02 + ¸2q
02 + l0p0 +m0q0
= ¸1(p
0 + s)2 + ¸2(q




2 = n0 (11)
????????????????
3) ???????????? 2 ?????????????????
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P = p0 + s = p0 +
l0
2¸1


















= 1; ?C; D ????
????????????????????????????????? V




2 = n0(= V + n)
??????????????????????
????????????¸1; ¸2 ??? n0 ??????????????
??????????? A??????
jA¡ ¸Ij =
u¡ ¸ kk w ¡ ¸
 = ¸2 ¡ (u+ w)¸+ u kk w
 = 0
?????
detA = ¸1¸2 =
u kk w
; trA = ¸1 + ¸2 = u+ w
??????(11)????????????
?? detA > 0; trA > 0; & n0 > 0
?????




???detA > 0? n0 = 0??????P 2 = Q2 = 0???(11)???
?? 1??????????detA > 0??trA? n0 ????4) ??????
(11)???????????????
???¸1 = ¸2?????????????????????????? A
??????????
D = (u¡ w)2 + 4k2 = 0
???u = w?k = 0??????








up2 + wq2 + 2kpq = ¸¤(p2 + q2)
??????(8)?? u = w = ¸¤?v = 0?p = p0?q = q0?l = l0?m = m0
???????
(11)???????????????????
n0 =V + n = V + ¸1s
2 + ¸2t
2 > 0;
??? ¸1s2 + ¸2t2 > 0





n0 =V + n = V + ¸1s
2 + ¸2t
2 < 0;
????¸1s2 + ¸2t2 < 0
4) ?????¸1?¸2 ? n0 ??????
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?????? 64 ?? 3 ?
?????????? V ???????????????????????
?????





¸1 ? ¸2 ??????? n0 6= 0????(11)?????????????
????n0 ? 0????????????????????????????
????n0 > 0??????? V ???????????????????
??????????n0 < 0??? V ?????????????????
???????????? 1???????????)??V ??????
?????????????????????????????E ? V ???
????????????
???¸1 ? ¸2 ??????? n0 = 0?????(11)???
¸1
¸2































? ??????? 2???? 2?????? 1??






u¡ ¸ kk w ¡ ¸
 = ¸2 ¡ (u+ w)¸ = ¸[¸¡ (u+ w)] = 0
?????????
¸1 = u+ w; ¸2 = 0
????
??????? ¸1?¸2 ?????????????????
6) ?? ¸1 = ¸2 = 0 ???¸1¸2 = uw ¡ k2 = 0?¸1 + ¸2 = u + w = 0 ???uw =
? u2 = ¡w2 = k2 ????? u = w = k = 0 ???????? (8) ? 2 ???????
??????? ¸1 = ¸2 = 0 ?????????
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02 + l0p0 +m0q0
???
¸1P
2 +m0q0 = n0 (12)
????
P = p0 +
l0
2¸1
; n0 = V +
l02
4¸1





































































































































































































































m0 = 0 & n0 = 0
???
¸1P

















= ¡·(V® ¡ V )p¡ ·(V¯ ¡ V )q
= ·(¡pV® + pV ¡ qV¯ + qV )
= ·(¡pV® + pV + V ¡ V ¡ qV¯ + qV )
= ·[¡pV® ¡ qV¯ + pV® + qV¯ + rV° ¡ (1¡ p¡ q)V ]
= ·[rV° ¡ (1¡ p¡ q)V ]
= ·(V° ¡ V )r
??????? p; q; r 6= 0??(1)?(2)??? (3)????????????
???????? ®?¯?° ??????????????????????
7) ??? ¸1 6= 0?¸2 = 0 ??????¸1 = 0?¸2 6= 0 ??????P ? Q ???????














= ·(V® ¡ V )p+ ·(V¯ ¡ V )q + ·(V° ¡ V )r
= ·[pV® + qV¯ + rV° ¡ (p+ q + r)V ]

















= ·(V® ¡ V );
dq
dt
= ·(V¯ ¡ V );
dr
dt























??????????? (1)?(3)?????? 2??????? p?q?r
??????????????????????????? p? q ????
?? 2?? 3????????????(1)?? (2)???????????
8) 2 £ 2 ???????????????
dp
dt




= ·(V¯ ¡ V )(1¡ p)
??p 2 (0; 1) ?????????????2008?p.42 ?? 6????
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?????? 64 ?? 3 ?
???????????????????????????????????











= ·(V° ¡ V )r
???????? _r = 0????
V° ¡ V = ¡(p+ q) + p[q + (1¡ p¡ q)] + q[p+ (1¡ p¡ q)]
? + (1¡ p¡ q)(p+ q)








???????? ¡45± ????????????? 2?10)?
? 2??? 2?? 3?? ®¯ ° ?????? P ???? r ????P ??
??? ¯ ®??????????????????????????? ¯ ®?
?? r = 0?????????????????????? r ???????
???? r = 1????r???????_r = 0???????? r?????
_r = 0???????? r ??????????????????????
??????????????? P ??? A??B ??C ????????
??????r ?????????????????????p-q ???????
_r = 0???????????????????????????
????? 2??????????????_r = 0??????? (3)???
???????????????????????????????
9) ???????2009??? 8 ??????????
























































? 3??????????????????????? _p = 0??? _q = 0





?????? p?q?r > 0?p+ q+ r = 1??????????????
???????? 3???????? _p = _q = 0 , _p = _r = 0 , _q = _r = 0
????????????????? _p = 0??? _q = 0??? _r = 0???
3????????????????
????? 3?????????? F ??????????? p?q > 0?
p+ q = 1??????????????????????????????
??? _p = 0, _q = 0????????????? _p = 0??? _q = 0??
??????? 2???????????? G?H ???????????
???????????????? F?G?H ? E ????????????
?degenerate????????????????????
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= ·(V® ¡ V )p = ·[¡2p2 ¡ 2q2 ¡ 2pq + 3p+ 2q ¡ 1]p;
dq
dt




=·[¡(4p¤ + 2q¤ ¡ 3)(p¡ p¤)¡(4q¤ + 2p¤ ¡ 2)(q ¡ q¤)]p¤;
d(q ¡ q¤)
dt
=·[¡(4p¤ + 2q¤ ¡ 2)(p¡ p¤)¡(4q¤ + 2p¤ ¡ 3)(q ¡ q¤)]q¤
????F ???? (p¤; q¤) = (1=2; 1=2)???????????¡¸ ¡ 1¡1 ¡ ¸
 = ¸2 ¡ 1 = 0
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???3£ 3 ???????????
?????? ¸ = §1, ?????? (1; ¡ 1)0; (1; 1)0 ??????????
??? F ??????????? (p0; q0)?
q0 ¡ q¤











= ·(V® ¡ V )p = ·[¡2p2 ¡ 2r2 ¡ 2pr + 3p+ 2r ¡ 1]p;
dr
dt
= ·(V° ¡ V )r = ·[¡2p2 ¡ 2r2 ¡ 2pr + 2p+ 3r ¡ 1]r
?????????????????????????????????F ?
??????????? ¸ = §1, ?????? (1;¡1)0; (1; 1)0 ??????
??????? G??????????? (p0; r0)?
r0 ¡ r¤






(1¡ p0¡ q0)¡(1¡ p¤ ¡ q¤)








p0 ¡ p¤ = ¡2
11) ???2009?p.43 ?? 19??????????????????????????????
?????
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?????? 64 ?? 3 ?
????? 3??? g ????
??????? H : (p¤; q¤; r¤) = (0; 1=2; 1=2)???????
dq
dt
= ·(V¯ ¡ V )q = ·[¡2q2 ¡ 2r2 ¡ 2qr + 3q + 2r ¡ 1]q;
dr
dt




r0 ¡ r¤ =
q0 ¡ q¤








p0 ¡ p¤ = ¡
1
2
????????????????H ????????????? 3??? h
???12)?
2.3 ?? 2?? 3????? 3???
????????2009?????????????????? 2?? 3?
?????????????????????? 3????????????
???????????????? 2?????? 1????p? q ????
????? r ??????????????????????? (p; q)??
???????????????????????????
???? 2?? 3????????(p; q; r)??? 2?? p? q ????
??????????????????????????????????
???? 3??? r ?????????p; q ??????????????
????????????????3??????????????????
????????????? 3????? F; G; H ???????????
????????????????? 2?? 3??????F ???????
G; H ???????????????????? 3?????????? 2
???????????????????????????????





?????????? 1?? 3?????????? 3???? 1????
(p; q; r)??????? 3???? 1??? 3?????????????
?????? 3????????????p+ q + r = 1????
????? P = (p; q; r)??? p? q ??? 3?? ®0 °0 ¯0 ??? °0 ?
??????? °0 ¯0 ?????? °0®00 ? p?????? °0 ®0 ??????
°0 ¯00 ? q ????? 4???????°0 ??????? 3????????
¯0°0®0 ???????? °0 ????? °0®0 ? p=sin60± ??????? °0 ¯0
? q=sin60± ?????P ???? (p; q)????????


































13) Malinvaud?1985, p. 331??La®ont?1989, pp. 11-12??
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?????? 64 ?? 3 ?
®0 °0 ?? r=sin60± ?????? P ??? (q; r)????????¯0 ???
???????? °0 ¯0 ®0 ?????¯ 0 ®0 ?? p=sin60±, ¯0 °0 ?? r=sin60±
?????? P ??? (p; r)??????P ????3? °0 ¯0?°0 ®0?¯0 ®0
???????????????? p; q; r ????
??????????? 3?????????????? 5??????
??????2?????????????3??????????????
????????????? p; q ??? r ??????????? _p = 0?
??????? p?????? °0 ¯0 ??????????? p???????














????????? 3?????? 2?? 3??????????????
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